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About Us
Centre x Centre is entering its third year
as a vital international arts festival. This
free weekend of workshops, readings
and performances anchors and
sustains an exchange of products,
processes and community(s) exploring
art and peace-building.
For the past 8 years, Erik Ehn through
CalArts (and later Brown University)
and Jean-Pierre Karegeye through
IGSC have run an annual summer program in Rwanda. Students and
professionals in the field study the 1994 genocide against the Tutsis and ways
art can be useful in the work of recovery. We visit genocide sites, speak with
survivors and cultural workers throughout the countryside, then attend lectures in
Kigali on Rwanda’s history and building of civil society. The program’s goals
include establishing networks, bearing witness and fighting negationism.

In 2009, Ehn, Hope Azeda of
Mashirika, and Carole Karamera of
Ishyo initiated Centre x Centre to serve
as culmination of this exchange.
In keeping with its name, Centre x
Centre pursues a global conversation
on aesthetic and civic experimentation
in a rooted local (pursues centering
and re-centering). Mornings, participant
artists share strategies for responding
to violence through dance, performance or writing workshops. Workshops are
free and open to the public. The afternoons provide space either for continuation
of workshops or readings and discussion of new plays. The evenings offer
concrete examples of peace-building through performance.
Past performances have included Rha Godess, a hip hop artist and activist from
Brooklyn/Queens; an improvisatory conversation between American and
Rwandan women musicians; the Belarus Free Theatre, a nomadic underground
theater company highly focused on the conditional nature and performance of
taboo subjects; Mishirika’s performance Africa’s Hope that weaves testimony and
dance to affirm the choice for hope in the wake of genocide; the Afghanistan
Human Rights and Democracy Organization, who are using methods such as
Playback Theatre and Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed to elicit productive
conversation in a largely silenced body politic; and Violeta Luna, a performance
artist whose work focuses primarily on the effects of globalization in Mexico. The
work that happens in workshop and on stage is not necessarily about Rwanda,
but lives in dynamic proximity to Rwanda by the commitment to journey through
physical and historical landscape.
The festival permits an embodied and wide-ranging conversation on how art can
participate in conflict transformation, the recovery of historical memory, and the
building of peace.

Lead
Producers
Hope Azeda
Hope Azeda is a leading figure in
contemporary Rwandan theatre.
She is the founder, artistic director
and choreographer of Mashirika
Creative and Performing Arts, one of the major theatre companies in
Rwanda. Under her direction, the group collaboratively created Africa’s Hope,
which was performed in Kigali at the 10th anniversary commemoration of the
genocide, and also at the G8 World Summit in Edinburgh in 2005. The play
toured in the UK in 2006 and 2008 and was also featured in the biennial festival
in Sweden in 2008. Ms. Azeda’s work as a writer, performer and teacher has
taken her to many theaters and universities around the world, including the
Biennial Festival in Stockholm and the Caravan Festival in Copenhagen, the
International Festival of the Arts in Sophia and tours of the USA, Canada,
Austria, Italy, Germany and South Africa. She has also been an artist-inresidence at the Institute for the Arts and Civic Dialogue in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. In addition to her theatre work, she served as a casting director
for the films Sometimes in April, Shake Hands with the Devil, Shooting Dog and
white light. She is currently the President of ARTEJ/ASSITEJ Rwanda
(International Association of Theaters for Children and Young People) and
serves on the Executive Committee of the ASITEJ International.

Erik Ehn
Work includes The Saint Plays, Heavenly Shades of Night Are Falling, No Time
Like the Present, Wolf at the Door, Tailings, Beginner, Ideas of Good and Evil,
Maria Kizito, and an adaptation of Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury. He is an
artistic associate at San Francisco’s Theatre of Yugen, for whom he recently
wrote and directed a cycle of six new noh plays, performed once, over the course
of a day. His works have been produced in San Francisco (Intersection, Thick
Description, Yugen), Seattle (Annex, Empty Space), Austin (Frontera), New York
(BACA, Whitney Museum), San Diego (Sledgehammer), Chicago (Red Moon),
Atlanta (7 Stages), Los Angeles (Cal Rep, Museum of Jurassic Technology),
Belgrade (Dah); elsewhere. He has taught at the U of Iowa, Naropa, UC San
Diego, UT Dallas, and Cal Arts (graduate); U San Francisco, SF State, Santa
Clara, and Skidmore (undergrad); he just completed a writing workshop with the
Belarus Free Theater in Minsk. He produces the Arts in the One World
conference yearly, which engages themes of art and social change. Graduate of
New Dramatists. Former Dean of the CalArts School of Theater. Current Head of
Playwriting, Brown University.

ISHYO, Carole Karemera artistic director
Established in 2005 by eight Rwandese women, Ishyo is a successful non-profit
cultural development organization that operates in Rwanda and Abroad. One of
its main priorities is to develop and support innovative programs, trainings, artists
and projects on a national, regional and international level. To achieve this,
ISHYO Arts Centre invests in projects which develop new methods of fostering
cultural heritage and tap into the cultural and artistic potential of knowledge
required for addressing social issues. ISHYO Arts Centre also focuses on cultural
exchange and cross-border cooperation by initiating projects of its own and
supporting project proposals in all areas of the arts with no stipulations as to
theme or subject. Ishyo is proudly Rwandan and respects the right of all people
to express themselves creatively. The centre is housed in Kigali, Rwanda.
.

Timeline
past three years of an eight year project

2009
JULY
8-20 CalArts/IGSC exchange in Rwanda
16-18 Centre x Centre Festival held at Ishyo

2010
MARCH
18-21

Arts in the One World: Conference on arts and peace-building
Providence, RI
with themes deriving from previous year’s Rwanda summer exchange

JUNE
17-28 Brown,CalArts/IGSC exchange in Rwanda
25-27 Second Centre x Centre Festival held at Ishyo
Kigali, Rwanda

2011
APRIL
21-24

Arts in the One World: Conference on arts and peace-building
Held in Providence, RI USA and Derry, Ireland.

15
16-19
20-21
22-24
26

Arrive in Rwanda for Brown,CalArts/IGSC exchange
Travel through Rwanda
Lectures in Kigali
Centre x Centre Festival
Depart Rwanda

JULY

July 27th-August 5th Travel, Uganda

Support Us
Elements of the cultural exchange program have been supported by grants
through Brown University and American arts organizations. These have
supplemented artists’ program fees (covering lodging, food, local transportation,
lecture fees, etc.) and covered the costs of the festival (publicity, sound, lights,
transport for local participants). There are no salaried international participants
and the program fees paid by students and faculty also serve as revenue for the
overall exchange. We include below the 2009 budget as an example of past
costs and support.
We are looking for US$5,000 for the 2010 production of Centre x Centre.
Rw/Ug Budget 2009
Dates: June 17-July 9 (22 nights)
125/person/night
Funds Available

Brown Grant
Yugen
Playwriting Funds
Fees collected (actual, w/o subsidy)
Total Funds Avail
Total owed, Rwanda Fees
Total owed CxC
Total owed, Uganda
Total owed overall

3000
3000
20000
28000
54000
32250
3000
18750
54000

Attending
12 students and faculty from US
Attending/w Subsidy
2 US (13 nights; partial subsidy); 9 Europe (11 nights); 4 Afghanistan (14 nights)

